
It’s personal to us



PERSONAL ACCOUNT MANAGER

We assign dedicated account managers (all with 
a minimum of 15 years’ industry experience) 
to attend to your every need, providing a 
personable and comprehensive service from 
initial enquiry to trip completion. Our out of 
hours emergency service will assist when your 
account manager is not on hand personally.

NO CONTRACTS AND COMPETITIVE FEES

With full confidence in our product, prices and 
service levels, we do not tie our clients into 
contracts. Our fee structure is competitive and 
transparent (e.g. £20 for long-haul flights, no fee 
on hotels/car hire) 

EFFICIENT, METICULOUS SERVICE

Within office hours we promise an instant response 
and a quote within 2 hours. We recognise the need 
for meticulous attention to detail from the outset, 
to prevent loss of time, money and resources. 

EXCLUSIVE BOOKING SERVICE 
FOR LEISURE TRAVEL

Our dedicated leisure travel team are on hand to 
assist with personal travel for our corporate clients. 
By virtue of our special rates for both flights and 
accommodation we have eliminated the need for 
you to use a separate leisure travel provider. 

PREMIUM, BUSINESS  
AND FIRST CLASS EXPERTISE 

With the specifications of premium cabins 
varying so dramatically, identifying the most 
suitable option for the best price can prove 
challenging. We are confident that we will beat 
competitors’ premium cabin prices, giving your 
company the edge in securing discounted fares, 
without compromising on traveller comfort. 

MIDWEEK LONG-HAUL TRAVEL 

Why choose between paying extortionate rates to 
travel midweek and sacrificing priceless personal 
weekend time to get lower fares? Our discounted 
corporate fares enable our clients to travel long-
haul during the week at heavily reduced rates.

Why choose 

A&G Travel Group?
With an average of 15 years’ industry 
experience per account manager, at 
A&G Travel Group we understand 
that businesses need a travel 
company which provides solutions to 
the problems facing travel bookers. 



We’ll take care of everything

Contact us

0207 183 0216 

enquiries@aandgcorporatetravel.co.uk 

www.aandgcorporatetravel.co.uk

INDUSTRY-LEADING HOTEL 
AND CAR HIRE RATE
Through our partnerships we have connections 
in over 70 countries, giving us access to the 
best local rates on hotels, car rental and 
ancillary services. This enables our clients to 
book all their travel requirements in one place. 
We can advise on the best fixed, and flexible 
hotel rates. 

UPGRADES

Our industry contacts often enable us to upgrade 
our clients’ flights and hotels at reduced rates. 
Upgrades can be actioned both at the booking 
stage or retrospectively. We are able to notify 
clients of any specials applicable to their booking 
as and when they are released. 

HOTEL PAYMENT OPTIONS

Our negotiated pre-pay hotel rates provide advance 
purchase savings, with both fixed and flexible 
options. Alternatively, pre-book our pay in location 
rates to benefit from rewards programmes, late 
check out priority and full flexibility. 

FLEXIBILITY

Our extensive range of semi and fully flexible 
fares provide huge savings compared with 
booking online. We will recommend the most 
suitable fare for any trip, depending on your 
flexibility and preferences, helping avoid extra 
costs due to changes and cancellations.

MIXED CABIN FARES

Our specially negotiated mixed cabin fares 
enable our clients to make huge savings by 
partially upgrading journeys. These fares are 
particularly popular with clients travelling 
to the U.S. or Asia. For example, travel out 
in premium economy and back overnight in 
business class, maximising comfort whilst 
minimising cost. 

24/7 EMERGENCY ASSISTANCE

Our emergency assistance team are on hand to 
help out with any issues that you may experience 
outside our office opening hours. They are at 
your disposal, even whilst we sleep, so you can 
be confident of receiving assistance, regardless of 
your time zone. Whether you need to make a last 
minute booking or make changes to your itinerary 
they are there to help.

FLEXIBLE AND TRANSPARENT AIRFARES

We have contracted an extensive range of industry-
leading fares with all major airlines. As well as the 
most competitive fixed fares we can advise you on 
suitable semi-flexible and fully flexible options for 
your travel, saving your company time, stress and 
money. 

EXPERT FARE ADVICE

We strive for long-term client retention by offering 
unbeatable value and impeccable service. Our 
extensive inside knowledge enables us to provide 
invaluable advice as to the best time to book flights 
in order to secure the best possible fare. 

RELIABLE LUXURY AIRPORT TRANSFERS

We only contract the highest quality and most 
reliable transfer providers, ensuring you a seamless 
and stress-free travel experience from your home to 
your destination in comfort and style. 
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